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IT is extremely gratifying to note that the Advisory Council has seen fit to recognize the wishes of the student body by granting the right to wear numerals to the winning class baseball team. We should never wish to see the Advisory Council yield an inch from a proper position simply because that position was not popular with all the students, but we should like to see more undergraduate members in the Council, in order that it might the more quickly understand what the majority of undergraduate Tech men desire. It seems to us that the proper function of the Advisory Council, as the name indicates, is to accomplish any reforms it may wish to make by bringing the matter to the attention of the undergraduates, and not by simply saying it is to be. For such or any similar purpose the columns of THE TECH are ever at the command of any Tech man, and when a question is brought to their attention, Tech men may be depended upon to think it over carefully and arrive at correct conclusions. The Advisory Council has accomplished such a splendid work in building up our track athletics that we should be very loath to see its well deserved popularity in any way impaired.

THE TECH has carefully refrained from any discussion of the newspaper proposition to unite Harvard University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The idea seems to be one of those irasated delusions which periodically present themselves to the enraptured eyes of the newspaper man on space rates. Whatever may be the merits of this proposition, it is quite evident that the undergraduate bodies of both institutions have very decided opinions on the subject, and those not favorable.

It is but natural that we of Technology should view with alarm a scheme or the rumor of a scheme which threatens the very existence of our institution, and should raise our voices in indignant protest; yet let us not forget in our indignation that in our hands lies the fair name and fame of Technology, peerless among the schools of the world. It is rare sport to throw off with one hand a little song in which most of the words rhyme with slam or yell, but,